An example of a problem in the physical sciences is discussed where application of various symbolic computation facilities available in many algebraic computing systems leads to a significant expansion of the range problems that can be solved. Since most interesting problems in the physical sciences eventually require the numerical solution of systems of equations, of various types, we will int reduce an example and describe an apporach to a solution, beginning at the development of relevant differential equations, using, for example REDUCE, and leading eventually to the generation of highly efficient and stable numerical code for the solution, using, in our case, the C language.
The use of SCOPE and GENTRAN,as well as series packages in REDUCE will be discussed.
In many areas of interest, a considerable amount of work has to be performed to arrive at the symbolic equations to solve, and this is particularly true in General Relativity and related gravitation theories. Some packages, such as REDTEN [1] , for calculation in this field will be discussed.
Introduction
With the development of good symbolic mathematical systems, the physical scientist has a set of powerful new tools to expand the realm of tractable problems related to physical systems.
Initially, this expansion impacts the possibility y of performing complex symbolic calculations that would have been much more difficult when done by hand. There are many useful calculations that are essentially mechanical in nature, but are discouraging y long to carry out, and consequently prone to errors. One of the basic methods by which science proceeds is to cast forward well beyond the present wisdom, and then to derive the consequences of the new idea, imagining a new and exciting possibility, say for a geometric structure in General Relativity. If the time required to derive the field equations for the proposed new geometry is very long, this imposes a significant limitation on the rate of progress and the daring of such leaps. The case of General Relativity provides a good example of this issue, where
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where U, K and W are unknown functions of r only and will be solved for in our calculations.
Using this metric, the Euler-Lagrange equations for the scalar field with potential V become:
where ' = 8/8T.
The energy-momentum tensor, Tgv, can be computed from the Lagrangian density, and the Einstein tensor, G~V, can be computed from the line element. These calculations can be performed easily in most tensor manipulation packages, such as REDTEN, MathTensor, or MapleTensor.
The resulting Einstein field equations, Gf,! = 8~T~, which couple the string stress-energy to the space-time geometry, are then: 
Note that this is derivable as a linear combination of equation (1) and (2) and therefore indicates that one of equation (1) and (2) can be taken as redundant, Since the conservation of energy equation was derived from the Einstein equations, one of these equations can be taken as redundant.
We will take equation (4) as the redundant equation, which we will nevertheless continue using as a consistency check for our numerical integration, and keep both equations (1) and (2). Equation (4) can be rewritten as:
Choosing the usually assumed form of the potential, 
R" = Z's +4crZ2R(R2 -1) -R':
This system of equations is typical of those arising in General Relativity, being strongly coupled and nonlinear. In our case, the additional complications of the self-consistent solution with the Euler-Lagrange equations will lead to the requirement of a series of numerical solutions.
Conditions for finding solutions
The boundary conditions for the set of equations can be reduced to the following conditions, on the axis: Both Maple and REDUCE were used for the calculations, but REDUCE had a number of advantages in our particular case. The availability of high quality packages well suited to our purposes made the choice clear to us. We used the TAYLOR [3] and TPS [4] packages distributed with REDUCE 3.4 to develop the Taylor series and then manipulate them in order to produce the right hand sides of the differential equations. These packages are very easy to use, and both give the user a significant amount of From the Taylor series, the integration scheme is quite simple to implement in principle, but the expressions quickly become very complicated, especially at the higher orders, say order 5 or 6, which we wish to maintain for later purposes, as well as accuracy.
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-(G571*G86)+4.0*G286*G207+2 . to do a careful check of the correctness of the final production C code.
Our procedure was very simple and involved a direct transformation of the C expression sequence directly into REDUCE source code. This wasthen read into REDUCE, along with the original expressions that were supplied to the SCOPE process. Much to our surprise, on computing differences between the formal input and the resulting C code, which should have simplified to zero, we found a few small, but irreducible differences remaining. The impact of the small differences could be transformed away, by simply adding back the differences to the final C expressions, which would then produce agreement with the original input to SCOPE. Since the differences always involved only a small number of terms when compared to the total number of terms in each expression, the loss of optimization was very small indeed. If the error had not been discovered, as described, the net impact could have been quite disastrous, since the essence of the problem we were studying could be seriously altered, especially in asymptotic properties by a missing term, ifit happened to contribute to that aspect of the structure.
Thus, we would urge any user of such packages to always take the extra step of simply converting the resulting C, FORTRAN, or similar code back into a form readable bytheoriginal algebraic software package, and compute differences between the intended expressions and the resulting expressions that will be passed onto the final compiler. We haeten to add that the SCOPE group found the error in the distributed version of SCOPE (in REDUCE 3.4) after we pointed out the problem to them. Toshow the care that must beusedin using such packages) we include below a simple c~e where the error OCcurred, where in this case the error manifested itself by a simple change in the FACTOR flag within REDUCE.
===== Input file for REDUCE 3.4 load-package scope; on priall; optlang!*:='c; on factor; 011 gcd; U2 := (pet/16)*(p2"2*e-(2*uO) -16*e-W3 := -2*pet*(rl"2 + 2*e-(-2*uO))$ r3 := rl*(3*pet*p2-2*e-(2*uO) + 32*pw -2*1.lo))$ *rl"2 + 24;p2~16*(pet -6)*e-(-2kO))/32$ p4 := (16*pet*p2*e-(-2*uO) + 192*rl-2*e-(-2*uO) -3*pet*p2"3*e-(2*uO) -16*pet*p2*rl"2)/8$ % the OFF FACTOR output file ---gentranout "badscope.nof"; off factor; optimize { n-p4 ;=: p4, n-u2 :=: u2, n_v3 :=: w3, ns-3 :=: r3 } insme N; gentrsnshut "badscope.nof"; % the ON FACTOR output file ---gentrsnout "badscope,fac"; on factor; optimize { f-p4 :=: p4, f_u2 :=: u2, f-w3 :=: w3, f_r3 :=: r3 } iname F; gentrenshut IIbadscope.fat"; end;
=s=5s OUtp@File llbadscope.nof" '--{ N4=exp(2*UO); N21=R1*R1; N16=N21*N4*PET; Ni5=PET*exp(4*UO) *P2*P2; N22=3.0*N15; N23=16.O*PET;
